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This paper investigates the marriage behaviors of young people in rural and urban
China. Using data of ”China Health and Nutrition Survey (CHNS)”, we estimate a
Semi-parametric Proportional Hazard Model to explore the probability of transition
into first marriages for young men and women in both cities and countryside. Inspired
by the baseline hazards estimated by non-parametric technique, we implement a sample
grouping strategy to analyze the marriage behaviors, and for the first time give the
economic interpretation of the strategy.
We find evidence that there are significant differences in marriage behaviors for
young people between urban and rural China. Important roles for individual income,
parental income and family assets (measured by owning of a car in this paper) are found
in determining the timing of marriage. Particularly, rural women with higher earning
ability and lower parental income are inclined to delay their marriage, no effect is found
for owning a car on marriage. To the opposite, earning ability and parental income
have no effects on marriage for urban women, while the family ownership of a car can
significantly reduce the marriage probability. For young men in both urban and rural
China, earning ability decreases the transition rates into marriage and parental income
are to increase the marriage probability. Car plays a significantly different role for
urban and rural men: it increases the probability of getting married in the countryside
while decreases that in the city.
We make a further step by implementing several specification tests and robust
analysis on our estimation method and empirical findings. The test based on Schoenfeld
Residuals show that the specification is properly assigned for the research and the Cox-
Snell test documents the fitness of our model. We also make a discussion on influence
of the special social institutional arrangements of Chinese Society on the first marriage
behavior.
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